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DANDII BORU SCHOOL 
ADDIS ABABA 

2012E.C – 2020 ACADEMIC YEAR 
GRADE SEVEN THIRD QUARTER   PHYSICS 2ND WORKSHEET   

NAME …………………………………………………SECTION…………DATE ….…………… 

Write “True” if statement is correct and “False” if the statement is in correct on 

the space provided  

1) When air is warmed, it expands. 
2) Heat and temperature are the same. 
3) Electrical energy can be used as the source of heat. 
4) Many substances expand when cooled. 
5) Heating speed up the movement of molecules. 
6) Heat is a vector quantity 
7) Temperature is scalar. 

Matching the column A with column  B  with  appropriate definition  the space 

provided  
       A                                                  B 

_______1) Expansion                          a) the measure of hotness and coldness  

_______2) Temperature                     b) 100 division between freezing and boiling point of water 

________3) Centigrade scale             c) decrease in size  

________4) Contraction                     d) method of heat transfer 

________5) Thermometer                 e)   substance that can produce heat  

________6) Fuels                                 f) instrument for measuring temperature  

________7) Sun                                     g) the source of radiant energy  

________8) Boiling                               h) is a cooling process 

_________9) Evaporation                   i) take place throughout the entire liquid 

_________10) Radiation                    j) increase in size 

Choose the correct answer from the given alternatives and write your answer on 

the space provided 
1) Which one the following is not effect of heating . 

a) Change of state          b) increase in mass       c) increase in volume      d) all 
2) The natural source of heat is  

a) Fire              b) electricity        c) water fall               d) Sun  
3) The separation of particle is largest in  

a) Gases                   b) solid                       c) liquids        d) vacuum 
4) During expiation of materials which one remains the same, 

a) Its ,mass              b) It volume     c) It density           d) b and c  
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5)  The temperature at which Celsius and Fahrenheit scale are equal is  

a) 23.1            b) -40                c) -46.2                  d)  0 

6) All bodies except water expand when  

a) Temperature increases   b)    Temperature decrease    c) no change in its temperature     

d) all  

7) Evaporation will increase  

a) As we increase surface area          b) with increase in atmospheric pressure  

                c)   A and b                                         d) none  

      8)  Which method of heat transfer is employed most during the boiling of water? 

               a) Vaporization     b) convection     c) Radiation          d) conduction     

     9) Which of the following is always equal for two bodies that are in equal thermal equilibrium? 

              a) Temperature      b) heat energy                 c) mass                d) volume 

    10)  Which of the following values of temperature is the smallest? 

                    a)  -200oF                             b) -100oC                       c)   0oC             0k 

Write the correct answer  

1) Name the three different temperature scales? 

2) What is the difference between boiling and melting? 

3) What is meant by expansion effect of heating? 

4) What is the difference between boiling and evaporation? 

5)  What are the three factors affecting the rate of evaporation? 

6) The SI unit of temperature is _____________________. 

7) The SI unit of heat is________________________. 

8) ___________________the change of liquid into vapor from the surface of a body. 

9) The process of changing of changing solid to gas directly is _____________. 

10) The temperature at which solid change to liquid is_________________. 

Work out 

1) What is the temperature reading in Kelvin scale if the reading in Celsius scale is 60oC 

2) The temperature of an object is 40oC. What is this temperature in Fahrenheit scale? 

3) What will be the temperature reading in Fahrenheit scale when the reading is 310K? 

 

 


